Imino proton exchange and base-pair kinetics in the AMP-RNA aptamer complex.
We report on the dynamics of base-pair opening in the ATP-binding asymmetric internal loop and flanking base-pairs of the AMP-RNA aptamer complex by monitoring the exchange characteristics of the extremely well resolved imino protons in the NMR spectrum of the complex. The kinetics of imino proton exchange as a function of basic pH or added ammonia catalyst are used to measure the apparent base-pair dissociation constants and lifetimes of Watson-Crick and mismatched base-pairs, as well as the solvent accessibility of the unpaired imino protons in the complex. The exchange characteristics of the imino protons identify the existence of four additional hydrogen bonds stabilizing the conformation of the asymmetric ATP-binding internal loop that were not detected by NOEs and coupling constants alone, but are readily accommodated in the previously reported solution structure of the AMP-RNA aptamer complex published from our laboratory. The hydrogen exchange kinetics of the non-Watson-Crick pairs in the asymmetric internal loop of the AMP-RNA aptamer complex have been characterized and yield apparent dissociation constants (alphaKd) that range from 10(-2) to 10(-7). Surprisingly, three of these alphaKd values are amongst the lowest measured for all base-pairs in the AMP-RNA aptamer complex. Comparative studies of hydrogen exchange of the imino protons in the free RNA aptamer and the AMP-RNA aptamer complex establish that complexation stabilizes not only the bases within the ATP-binding asymmetric internal loop, but also the flanking stem base-pairs (two pairs on either side) of the binding site. We also outline some preliminary results related to the exchange properties of a sugar 2'-hydroxyl proton of a guanosine residue involved in a novel hydrogen bond that has been shown to contribute to the immobilization of the bound AMP by the RNA aptamer, and whose resonance is narrow and downfield shifted in the spectrum.